Nebraska has decided to apply for a NCLB waiver. This will give flexibility to certain provisions that now are creating a situation of most Nebraska schools being labeled as ‘failing’. There are certain things that Nebraska will need to ‘give on’ in order to ‘get’ the flexibility.

Following is a question the authors of the waiver presented to me today………….

“Under Principle 1: College and Career Ready Expectations, we are asked to describe how we plan to ‘better prepare incoming teacher to teach all students, including ELLs and SPED to the CCR standards” and to also consider how to ‘better prepare incoming principals to provide strong instructional leadership on teaching to CCR standards”

I AM NOT requesting a response from you – just wanted to reinforce the importance of seeking opportunities to engage with K-12 partners in conversations about implementation of the new Language Arts Standards (Nebraska’s answer to CCR for Language Arts), and in conversations about the Mathematics standards which are currently being revised and intended to be Nebraska’s answer to CCR for mathematics.